




a. now-a-days singing is a profitable profession.

b. Now-a-days the singing is a very profitable 

profession.

c. Now-a-days singing is very profitable 

profession.

d. Now-a-days the singing is very profitable 

profession.



a. Men are rather impressed by beauty than by 

character.

b. Men are impressed rather by beauty than by 

character.

c. Rather men are impressed by beauty than by 

character.

d. Men are impressed by beauty than by 

character.



a. So quickly she ran upstairs that she over took me.

b. So quickly did she ran upstairs that she over took me.

c. She ran so quickly upstairs that she had overtaken me.

d. So quickly did she run upstairs that she overtook me.



a. Neither she comes nor she writes.

b. Neither does she comes nor she writes.

c. Neither does she comes nor writes.

d. Neither does she comes nor does she write.



a. You must aspire for the post according to your 

capability.

b. You must aspire to the post according to your 

capability.

c. You must aspire after the post according to your 

capability.

d. You must aspire the post according to your capability.



They came to the conclusion that the members should 

unitedly undertook the assignments for the next month.

A) should be united undertook

B) should unitedly undertake

C) should be unitedly undertaken

D) should be unitedly undertake

E) No change required



The chief editor cut up all the long words from his 

editorial and made the text easier

A) cut up some of the

B) cut across all the

C) cut out all the

D) cut back all

E) No change required



This milk has got a funny taste, it can have gone sour

A) can go sour

B) had soured

C) can have gone sour

D) may have gone sour

E) No change required



The word ticket is _____(1) to every language in 

India. _____(2) those who are actively _____(3) in 

the political process _____(4) a ticket as permission 

to ______(5) an election as candidate ______(6) a 

political party. The _____(7) if elected, sits in the 

______(8) assembly for any other _______(9) for 

which he/she contests, as _____(10) of the party.



The word ticket is _____(1) to every 

language in India. _____(2) those who 

are actively _____(3) in the political 

process _____(4) a ticket as permission to 

______(5) an election as candidate 

______(6) a political party. The _____(7) 

if elected, sits in the ______(8) assembly 

for any other _______(9) for which 

he/she contests, as _____(10) of the party.

1. A. general

B. peculiar

C. common 

D. familiar

E. commonly

2.       A. so

B. but

C. and

D. since

E. for



The word ticket is _____(1) to every 

language in India. _____(2) those who 

are actively _____(3) in the political 

process _____(4) a ticket as permission to 

______(5) an election as candidate 

______(6) a political party. The _____(7) 

if elected, sits in the ______(8) assembly 

for any other _______(9) for which 

he/she contests, as _____(10) of the party.

3. A. involved

B. scene

C. leading

D. attracted

E. attraction

4. A. look

B. interpret

C. interfere

D. interrupt

E. intervention



The word ticket is _____(1) to every 

language in India. _____(2) those who 

are actively _____(3) in the political 

process _____(4) a ticket as permission to 

______(5) an election as candidate 

______(6) a political party. The _____(7) 

if elected, sits in the ______(8) assembly 

for any other _______(9) for which 

he/she contests, as _____(10) of the party.

5. A. stand in

B. campaign

C. vote

D. contest

E. votes

6.       A. inside

B. of

C. for

D. to

E. in



The word ticket is _____(1) to every 

language in India. _____(2) those who 

are actively _____(3) in the political 

process _____(4) a ticket as permission to 

______(5) an election as candidate 

______(6) a political party. The _____(7) 

if elected, sits in the ______(8) assembly 

for any other _______(9) for which 

he/she contests, as _____(10) of the party.

7. A. leader

B. party

C. candidate

D. ticket

E. parties

8.       A. legislative

B. legal

C. political

D. electoral

E. ballot



The word ticket is _____(1) to every 

language in India. _____(2) those who 

are actively _____(3) in the political 

process _____(4) a ticket as permission to 

______(5) an election as candidate 

______(6) a political party. The _____(7) 

if elected, sits in the ______(8) assembly 

for any other _______(9) for which 

he/she contests, as _____(10) of the party.

9. A. body 

B. election

C. party

D. institute

E. institutes

10.       A. candidate

B. participant

C. representative

D. interpreter

E. interpret










